The sharing between photography and painting in contemporary art may present at least two founding regimes for the creation of works: to propose antinomies as discontinuities between the contents of image representation and to verbal narratives associated to it, seeking to tension them, or, on the other hand, to seek convergence between text and image. This articles aims to think about how the universe of pictorial tradition serves as a compositional framework for photographic practices, through the case study of particular works by Dirnei Prates and Felipe Cama. archives and practices the permanent recycling".3 Among the procedures employed in the work of contemporary artists, there is the use of images of images, the quoting, the recycling, the diversion of purposes, the decontextualization, the mixtures of references, the play with the history of the images and the visual borrowing between different disciplines.
archives and practices the permanent recycling".3 Among the procedures employed in the work of contemporary artists, there is the use of images of images, the quoting, the recycling, the diversion of purposes, the decontextualization, the mixtures of references, the play with the history of the images and the visual borrowing between different disciplines.
To make use of these possibilities, some artists rely on repertoires offered by the internet, by the multimedia technologies, looking for images on Google Street View -which, as we all know, allows you to locate and view distant places, often inaccessible -in relationship sites, and places that reproduce works of art history and in publications in newspapers. So, all these cells have made the construction of narratives in contemporary photographic practices possible. The manipulation of images from these sources in order to produce redefinitions or even upgrades are foundational acts of artistic processes. These are the strategies used by artists like Dirnei Prates and Felipe Cama.
I -REDEFINITION AS THE ART OF PRIVATE PICTURES AND INFORMATION

It is not uncommon to find in contemporary art the relation between press
photos that are used as a framework for paintings, as did the German painter Gerhard Richter, the Belgian painter Luc Tuymans and Pop Art, among others. In the opposite sense, it also occurs -press photos are reactivated for works in photography itself and keep pictorial references.
To resort to "non-art images" is a strategy detected by the American researcher James Elkins4 to analyze how art history explores images from other disciplines, by adopting the borrowing from formal and expressive conventions for art compositions. Thus, art history began to be interested in "non art" images that are used to "illuminate the history of visuality. What makes the difference in the meaning of the images are the uses and manipulation strategies.
Press images have won spaces in museums. In search of artistic status, photojournalists showcased press images in the museal space, with strategies that consisted of removing the caption to decontextualize the journalistic fact, presenting the images in generous dimensions, giving them new frames and making the image unique, as Michel Poivert reminds us5 when analyzing institutional exhibition procedures in the relations between press images and artistic practices.
In the photographic productions from Dirnei Prates, images and titles are inseparable, because it is the association between these two 3. Durand, 2012 , p.116. 4. Elkins, 2011 . Poivert, Michel. De l'image imprimée à l'image exposée: La photographie de reportage et le "mythe de l'exposition". In: Morel, 2008, p. 87-100. elements that form and acquire its new aesthetic properties. What their various photographic series have in common is the dialogue relations established with the universe of painting.
The relation of his photographs with landscapes is the series Popular Landscapes (Paisagens Populares, 2011 -2012 )6 and Complementary Greens (Verdes Complementares, 2012 -2013 , originated from photographs published in newspapers. The reactivation of the press photographs 7 is the method employed by Dirnei Prates in his artistic practice, in which images, after recontextualized, transform the original informative purpose. The journalistic fact doesn't matter anymore, but the expressive possibilities to see what is in pictures with previously unvalued planes. His aesthetic research explores a proposition of the logic of the photographic image capture device: a photo that elaborates on the photo itself. The artist proceeds through readjusting the frame, expanding the background of the original images. This expands the background of the image to the point of where it messes up the composition of the source image and, as a consequence, it highlights the granular points of photographic matter. By imploding the realistic references, the artist damages the descriptive capacity of the photographic image and, therefore, the capacity to document the fact. What interests him is not save the document status as an image, but reinterpret an image of the real. (Verdes Complementares, 2012 -2013 8 produces a discontinuity of the contents of representation with regards to image and title. For this series, the artist searched for documentary images of impacting news published in newspapers 6. Two works in this series belong to the collection of the São Paulo Cultural Centre, São Paulo, via the Acquisition Award, in 2012, from an exhibition held there between October 2012 and January 2013; another work belongs to the collection of the Rio Grande do Sul Museum of Art. 7. It's no novelty to use images of photojournalism as visual experiments. In addition to the Dadaist collages, among others, an example in contemporary art is the exhibition Covering the Real, Art and Press Picture, from Warhol to Tillmans, in 2005 , at the Kunstmuseum Basel, conceived by Hartwig Fischer. The exhibition explored the relationship between contemporary art and press images after the 1960's until 2005 and included painting, photography and video installations, arranged in nine rooms. It also associated press photos projections of agencies in real time. It showcased works from 25 international artists, including Andy Warhol, Malcolm Morley, Gerhardt Richter, Richard Hamilton, Sigmar Polke and Arnulf Rainer. For Gäelle Morel, the exhibition "recognized the importance of the reappropriation of press iconography by the artists in art history". According to Morel, the "artists question the economic, aesthetic and moral rules "of images from photojournalism and thus transform the functional character of press image for the benefit of the visual experience. Many of the press images determined a significant part of the artistic designs. Morel, 2008, p. 139-140 Caravaggio, for being a public fresco with the evidence of the nude.
The series Complementary Greens
However, unlike the famous and powerful gods, they are anonymous figures interested in exposing their bodies. In addition to the pictorial relations and the association between the world of mythology and the profane, the photographs allude to the idea of voyeurism and question the privacy made public.
Having carried out the first photographs, Dirnei says that he realized that some images reminded him of the tenebrism of the painting of Caravaggio, like one of the first pictures, called Baco.
In another moment, he regulated the camera to accentuate even further the issue of tenebrism: he increased the screen color to create contrast and the depth of field to have dark areas. He didn't care about the physiognomic identity; so cutting the images transformed the figures in headless ones. Because they were the bodies of "ordinary, older, and not sculptural people", he began to think about the marginal models of Caravaggio and the contrast between light and shadows. However, unlike the bodies from Caravaggio, that were sensual and sculptural, the photographic bodies didn't have these attributes. It is this discrepancy that matters to the artist, The work of Dirnei, therefore, continues to question the semantic conflict between the images and the titles of the works, usually causing a strangeness in the expectation of the spectator.
From the photojournalism to the art photography and to pictorial references, Dirnei Prates recycles images that claim a discontinuity in the contents of representation.
17. This second part was showcased in the exhibitions for movie and books at the CCBB, Banco do Brasil Cultural Centre (Centro Cultural Banco do Brasil), in Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo and Brasilia.
IL -PHOTOGRAPHIC UPGRADES OF PICTORIAL LAND-SCAPES AND TRIVIALIZATION GAMES WITH NUDES
We've reached a time that the studio of an artist can be the computer, especially for those who work with images. The correlation between available images on the internet with certain works of art history is one of the photographic operations performed by the artist Felipe Cama, who aims to think how the image is produced, distributed and consumed.18 It is in the giant information portal of Google19 that the artist accesses images to reconfigure them as photographic productions which, through operational procedures, create evidence of the digital language, because, as we all know, the dialogue of artists with the numerical is increasingly emphasised in contemporary art. On internet sites, the artist selects reproduc- 
19.
A series from an artist that revisits the pictorial tradition and uses the image service from Google for the series Googlegramas, from Joan Fontcuberta. He reconfigures each of the paintings, such as the Last supper, by Leonardo da Vinci, and The origin of the world, by Gustave Courbet, through 10000 photographic reproductions taken from the internet, which by the tiny scale act as pixels. For the image of Jesus Christ's Last supper, he wrote "peace" in 86 languages, in which he built the composition as a sort of mosaic, hard to decipher due to the amount of images. With this operation, the artist redoes a picture from the past of painting with contemporary technology. These jobs do not cease to be a remark on the question of technical reproducibility of the image, which brings more interest than the real itself. In a conference held in Paris, in February 2012, the artist projected a video that showed a woman walking through the crowd from the Louvre Museum and indiscriminately pointing her the phone to take pictures of the works of art, not even seeing what she was photographing; he also presented a photograph of a papal visit, where there were hundreds of cameras pointed on his direction. There was no interest to the real, but to the image of the real. 
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